1U1alysis o f~ utterance:
"John shot the bad tiger. When do you think he'll get home? Oh-oh, here comes Aunt Mary now." ~ A girl comes rushing in and says to her father, "John shot the bad tiger. When do you think he'll get home? Oh-oh, here comes Aunt Mary now," as she glanced out the window. (:Background: a tiger had been molesting the family livestock, and the girl's brother John had gone out to hunt the tiger. Also, a visit from their prim and proper Aunt Mary had been anticipated but not relished.
Lexico-grammatical hierarchy
A discourse is tentatively defined as a stretch of speech covering a single general subject. A paragraph is tentatively defined as a stretch of speech covering a single frame of reference or set of dramatis personae. A sentence is tentatively defined as a single assertion, question, or command. Clause, phrase, and lexeme follow the usual definitions. A simplified schematic outline of the major relationships in the above description follows. (lreferably function as :w;ell as form should be· shown, but it is difficult to incorporate in a tree diagram.) Note the distinction in the branching between string fillers and coordinate fillers of a higher slot. An utterance is tentatively defined as a stretch of speech with total silence by the speaker before and after. A phonological paragraph is tentatively defined as a stretch of speech characterized by a single emotional pitch level and voice quality. A phonological sentence is tentatively defined as a stretch of speech covered by a single intonation contour. Foot, syllable, and phoneme follow the usual definitions. (analysis of this will not be carried further) A member of the consonant clas-s Cf.
A schematic outline of the major relationships in the above description:
/tl Pl-p2-p3 P4 -p5-p6 pl2-pl3 -pl4 P15-·p16 I wish to acknowledge the comments and suggestions made by Loraine Bridgeman and Marjorie Davis.
The contrastive items given in parentheses throughout the analysis would normally be described and contrasted in full in a grammar, so they would not usually need to be enumerated in an analysis of this sort. Similarly the phonological and semantic distinctive features would be described in a phonological statement and a lexicon.
This analysis is intended to suggest the types of levels, elements, and constructions that grammars may be expected to include in their section on language as viewed from the standpoint of elements-as-particles. The formulas cited on the higher levels only represent guesses for the sake of the example; they have not been rigorously worked through.
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